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Gravitational Lensing: Introduction

Gravitational Lensing in Plasma
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Gravitational Lensing:
wide range of phenomena connected
with deflection of light by gravity
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General Relativity predicts that a light ray passing near a spherical body
of mass M with impact parameter b, is deflected by the “Einstein angle”:

provided the impact parameter b is much larger than the
corresponding Schwarzschild radius RS:

α
b
M
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• The GL theory usually deals with a geometrical optics in vacuum
and uses a notion of the deflection angle.

• Basic assumption is an approximation of a weak deflection angle
of a photon. In the most astrophysical situations related with GL
approximation of weak deflection is well satisfied.

• Deflection angle of photon in vacuum does not depend on
photon frequency (or energy). So GL in vacuum is achromatic.

• Exact expression for deflection angle in Schwarzschild metric can
be expressed via elliptic integrals
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GL changes angular position of
source.
Light ray from the

SOURCE
deflected by angle α by the pointmass gravitational

LENS
with the Schwarzschild radius RS
goes to the
OBSERVER.
The observer sees the

IMAGE

Example of calculation of the trajectory of the photon.

of the source at angular position θ,
which is different from the source
position.
R is the closest point of trajectory to
gravitating center, it is usually referred
as the distance of the closest approach,
b is the impact parameter of the
photon.

Gravitational lensing in vacuum, Schwarzschild point-mass lens
At this picture there is the example of
the simplest model of
Schwarzschild point-mass lens.
Observer sees two point images of
source instead of one single real
point source.
Rays from source which are not in
plane of Source-Lens-Observer will
not go to observer.
Multiple images!
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The first observational example of gravitational lens (1979)

A

Maximum separation – 6.1
arcsec
Image redshift – 1.41

Lens redshift – 0.36
B/A = 2/3

B

QSO 0957+561

If source is not point,
but has finite size, two
images are not points,
but arcs.

In case of perfect alignment,
observer sees image in form
of ring - Einstein (EinsteinChwolson) ring
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B1938+666, Einstein Ring
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Cloverleaf Quasar (H1413+117)
Illustration of Gravitational Lensing Effect
If GL is not
point and has
distribution of
mass, with
broken
symmetry,
observer can
see several
images of the
same source.

http://chandra.harvard.edu/photo/2004/h1413/more.html
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Cloverleaf Quasar (H1413+117)
Hubble Optical Image
of Cloverleaf Quasar

http://chandra.harvard.edu/photo/2004/h1413/more.html
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The Einstein Cross
G2237+0305

1985, Huchra and
others
It is observed: four
QSO images
arrayed around the
nucleus of the
galaxy.
The model: 1988,
Schneider and
others
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Summary of Multiply Imaged Systems
http://www.cfa.harvard.edu/castles/
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The magnification factor
The flux from source is changed due to GL, because
angular size of source is changed.
Angular size of each image is different from angular size of
source, and can be larger and smaller.

Modern situation
Many effects:

Angular position change
Multiple imaging
Magnification (change of flux)
Distortion (change of form)
Time delay (geometrical delay + Shapiro delay)
Note: independent way to get Hubble constant!

Now gravitational lensing is a powerful astrophysical tool
for investigations of distant objects, a distribution of dark
matter and large scale structure, the cosmic microwave
background, discovery of planet and checking of the
General Relativity.

«Ordinary» theory of gravitational lensing:
1) Small deflection angles (α«1)
2) Vacuum, lensing is achromatic
Possible ways to expand the usual consideration are:
1) to go beyond the weak deflection limit.
If the photon impact parameter is close to its critical value, photon
which goes from infinity can perform several turns around the central
object and then go to infinity. In this case deflection angle is not small.
2) to consider medium instead vacuum.
In cosmic space the light rays propagate through the plasma, so the
main interest is to consider how the deflection angle is changed in
presence of the plasma.
New effects, chromatic lensing.

Recent new branches of gravitational lensing:
1) Gravitational lensing in case of strong deflection
2) Gravitational lensing in presence of plasma
17

Scheme of weak deflection and strong deflection lensing
Weak deflection, small deflection angle,
ordinary image

Images are drawn by Oleg Tsupko

Strong deflection, large deflection angle,
relativistic image

The strong deflection limit
For relativistic images the weak deflection approximation is not working.
We need to use the exact expression.
But if the value of the impact parameter is close to the critical value, we
can also use approximate analytical formula for deflection angle (strong
deflection limit), and it works very well!
Deflection angle as a function of distance of the closest approach R

Deflection angle as a function of distance of the impact paremeter b

Darwin (1959); Bozza et al (2001)

The strong deflection limit

Example: Relativistic Rings
G. S. Bisnovatyi-Kogan and O. Yu. Tsupko,
Astrophysics, 51, 99 (2008).

The GL beyond weak deflection
approximation is very popular now,
for different theories of gravity!

But at present time the relativistic
images can not be observed due to
small separation from BH and very
small magnification (flux).

Image is drawn by Oleg Tsupko

Gravitational lensing in plasma
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Gravitational lensing in presence of plasma, previous results

Another way to expand the usual gravitational lens theory is to consider a medium
instead vacuum. In cosmic space the light rays propagate through the plasma.
The consideration of the photon deflection in presence of gravitating center and
plasma around it was considered in classical book of problems (Lightman, Press,
Price, Teukolsky, 1979). In application to gravitational lensing it was discussed in
details in book of Bliokh, Minakov (1989) where gravitational lensing by the
gravitating body with surrounding spherically symmetric plasma distribution was
considered.

When we work in the frame of geometrical optics what is usual for gravitational
lensing, we can characterize the properties of the medium by using of the refractive
index. In the inhomogeneous medium (the refractive index depends explicitly on
the space coordinates) the photon moves along curved trajectory, it is a refraction.
The effect of refractive deflection of light has no relation to relativity and gravity,
and takes place only in non-homogeneous media. Bliokh and Minakov have
performed study of gravitational lensing in plasma in approximation, as just sum of
two effects separated from each other: vacuum deflection due to gravitation of
point mass, and refractive deflection due to non-homogeneity of the plasma.
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A rigorous treatment of the light bending in gravity and plasma
requires an answer to the question:

is the gravitational deflection of the light rays in the medium the
same as in vacuum?

Gravitational deflection in presence of plasma
A general theory of the geometrical optic in the curved space-time, in
arbitrary medium, is presented in the book: J.L. Synge, Relativity: the General
Theory, North-Holland Publishing Company, Amsterdam, 1960.
Also see book of Perlick (2000).

Refraction index of
plasma:

Gravitational deflection in presence of plasma
Refraction index of
plasma:

We have shown for the first time, that the gravitational deflection in
homogeneous plasma differs from the vacuum deflection angle, and
depends on frequency of the photon:

new result

in vacuum

in homogeneous plasma may be much larger

That resembles the properties of the refractive prism spectrometer. The
strongest action of this spectrometer is for the frequencies slightly exceeding the
plasma frequency, what corresponds to very long radiowaves.
We called this effect “gravitational radiospectrometer”.
1
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Gravitational deflection in homogeneous plasma:
Photons of different frequencies will be deflected by
different angles!
The photons of smaller frequency are deflected by a
larger angle by the gravitating center.

Formation
of images of
different
frequencies

The first ray has the photon frequency which is much
larger than plasma frequency, and the trajectory can be
computed with using the vacuum equations. The another
ray has the photon frequency which is close to plasma
frequency. In this case plasma effects are significant, and
the trajectory should be computed with using plasma
equations.

Gravitational radiospectrometer
Instead of two concentrated images with complicated spectra, we will have two line
images, formed by the photons with different frequencies, which are deflected by
different angles.

vacuum

λ1 < λ 2 < λ 3
vgr1 > vgr2 > vgr3

α1 < α2 < α3
homogeneous plasma

Observations
The typical angular separation between images of the source depends on deflection law. A
difference between the angular separation of similar images in vacuum and in plasma is defined as

This formula gives the difference between the deviation angle of the radio wave with the frequency ,
and the optical image, which may be described by the vacuum formula.

Observations at RadioAstron
http://www.radioastron.ru/
Let us estimate possibility of the observation of this effect by the planned project Radioastron. The
Radioastron is the VLBI space project led by the Astro Space Center of Lebedev Physical Institute in
Moscow. The payload is the Space Radio Telescope, based on the spacecraft Spektr-R.

The observed angular separation of quasar images is usually around 1 arcsec.

ωe2/ω2
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Change of magnification!
Gravitational Lensing also leads to magnification.

In vacuum: ratios of fluxes F1opt/F2opt = F1rad/F2rad, because lensing
in vacuum is achromatic.
In plasma:
Another law of angle deflection (significant for radio waves)
-> another formula for magnification
-> ratios of magnifications can be different for optical band and for
radio band

-> ratios of fluxes can be different for optical and for radio bands if
light rays forming images travel through plasma with different
density:
F1opt/F2opt ≠ F1rad/F2rad

It can give information about properties of plasma around lens.
All plasma effects in gravitational lensing are very small and their observations are scarcely possible at the moment. Different
kinds of absorption, as well as refraction properties of the non-uniform plasma contaminate this effect. Special conditions
should exist for possibility to detect it observationally. We have made estimates of the optical depth due to Thomson
scattering and free-free absorption during the process of gravitational lensing in a plasma.
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Analogy between a photon in plasma and
a massive particle in vacuum
Kulsrud, Loeb, 1992; Broderick, Blandford, 2003a,b

The photon moves in gravitational field and in homogeneous plasma
exactly like a massive particle with the following parameters

Using in this formula
we obtain the same formula for the
photon deflection in the homogeneous
plasma

Gravitational lensing in non-homogeneous
plasma:
Our approach, based on equations of Synge (1960, the general theory of the
geometrical optic in the curved space-time, in isotropic dispersive medium),
allows us simultaneously consider and take into account the two effects:

gravitational deflection in plasma, which is different
from the vacuum case (new effect)
+

It depends on the photon frequency. It
takes place both in homogeneous and
inhomogeneous plasma

the non-relativistic effect (refraction) connected with
the plasma inhomogeneity
It depends on the photon frequency because
the plasma is dispersive medium. But this
angle equals to zero if the plasma is
homogeneous
31

Deflection by non-uniform plasma
M(b) is the projected
distribution
mass enclosed by the

circle of the radius b
(impact parameter), in
another words it is the
mass inside cylinder with
radius b

α1 is the vacuum gravitational deflection,
α2 is the correction to the vacuum gravitational deflection, due to
presence of plasma,
α3 is the refraction deflection due to inhomogeneity of plasma,
α4 is the correction to the third term. We are interested mainly in the
effects, described by the terms α1, α2, α3.
Here is an expansion with approximation that the refractive index n is close to unit (near vacuum case).

Singular isothermal sphere
Here σv is a one-dimensional
velocity dispersion (for stars in
galaxies or for galaxies in clusters
of galaxies).

In this configuration the nonuniform plasma deflection effects are much
stronger, than the gravitational plasma effects, and have an opposite direction.

Non-singular isothermal gas sphere

Plasma sphere around a black hole
Let us consider a black hole of mass M0, surrounded by the electron-proton plasma. We will
consider a case, when we can neglect the self-gravitation of the plasma particles, compared to
the gravity of a central black hole. Let us find, in the Newtonian approximation, a density
distribution of the plasma in the gravitational field a central point mass M0.

While the temperature of the non-self-gravitating sphere may have arbitrary values, the plasma effects
may be comparable, and even less than the GR plasma effects. It is due to the fact, that with
increasing temperature the plasma density can become arbitrary uniform, with corresponding
decreasing of non-uniform plasma effect for refraction. We have used Newtonian non-relativistic
description of the gas sphere, but from the arguments listed above it is clear, that this conclusion
remains valid also in the correct relativistic consideration.

Plasma in a galaxy clusters
In a galaxy cluster the electron distribution may be more homogeneous due to large temperature
of electrons. An appropriate approach for this case is to consider a singular isothermal sphere as
a model for the distribution of the gravitating matter, neglecting the mass of plasma, and to find
a plasma density distribution from the solution of the equation of the hydrostatic equilibrium of
plasma in the gravitational field of a singular isothermal sphere.

The gravitational effect in plasma may be identified when plasma non-uniformity is
not prevailing, what is possible in relativistic plasma, kT ~ m_e c^2

Conslusions about gravitational deflection in medium
In vacuum the gravitational deflection equals to the Einstein angle.
If medium is homogeneous (refraction index n is constant, it does not depend
on space coordinates) and not dispersive (refraction index does not depend on
the photon frequency), the gravitational deflection angle is the same as in
vacuum.

If medium is homogeneous but dispersive (refraction angle does not depend
on space coordinates but depends on frequency), the gravitational deflection
angle is different from the Einstein angle.
Example: plasma.
If medium is non-homogeneous (depends on space coordinates), we will have
also refraction deflection.

Conclusions about Lensing in Plasma
1. In the homogeneous plasma gravitational deflection differs from vacuum (Einstein)
deflection angle and depends on frequency of the photon. So gravitational lens in plasma
acts as a gravitational radiospectrometer.
2. Plasma effects leads to changing of angular separation between images and ratios of fluxes, if
we compare optical and radio waves. It leads to: in the observations the spectra of two
images may be different in the long wave side due to different plasma properties along the
trajectory of the images. It can give information about properties of plasma around lens.
3. We have carried out the calculations for models with the nonuniform plasma distribution:
singular and nonsingular isothermal sphere; for hot gas inside the gravitational field of a
black hole, and of a cluster of galaxies.
4. For different gravitational lens models we compare the corrections to the vacuum lensing due
to the gravity effect in plasma (alpha2), and due to the plasma inhomogeneity (alpha3). We
have shown that the plasma correction to gravitational deflection can be important in the
case of a hot gas in the gravitational field of a galaxy cluster.
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Strong deflection + homogeneous plasma
1

2

Formation of relativistic images
of different frequencies
Gravitational lensing in homogeneous plasma. Scheme of
formation of the relativistic images of different
frequencies. The photons of smaller frequency are
deflected by a larger angle by the gravitating center.
Instead of the image with all frequencies the observer see
a line image, which consists of the images of different
frequencies. At this picture we present only two of such
images. The first ray has the photon frequency which is
much larger than plasma frequency, and the trajectory
can be computed with using the vacuum equations. The
another ray has the photon frequency which is close to
plasma frequency. In this case plasma effects are
significant, and the trajectory should be computed with
using plasma equations.

V. Perlick, Ray Optics, Fermat's Principle, and Applications to General Relativity, Springer-Verlag (Berlin
Heidelberg New York), 2000.
O. Yu. Tsupko and G. S. Bisnovatyi-Kogan (2012), in preparation
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Optical analogy to illustrate the gravitational lensing phenomenon. The optical properties of the
stem of a wineglass are similar to those of a typical galaxy scale lens. Viewed through a
wineglass, a background compact source such as distant candle (top left), can reproduce the
quad (top right), Einstein ring (bottom left), and double (bottom rights) configurations observed
in gravitational lensing. Image courtesy of P. Marshall.

